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About Us
Cybersecurity 
Specialists

Eight2s4 is a spin-off of A IVORY CONSULTORIA E 
TREINAMENTOS LTDA, a well-known technology 
consulting firm. Eight2s4 is a specialized 
business unit that aims to provide cutting-edge 
solutions in cybersecurity, cloud computing, and 
other emerging technologies.

Through strategic partnerships with major 
players in the industry such as Whatchguard, 
Exbiz Akamai, and AWS, Eight2s4 is able to deliver 
high-quality and proven solutions to its clients. 
The company firmly believes that technology 
can drive innovation and growth, and it is 
dedicated to helping its customers achieve their 
goals with advanced, customized technological 
solutions.

With a highly qualified and experienced team of 
specialists, Eight2s4 is ready to take on any 
challenge and provide its clients with 
exceptional service and tailored solutions. The 
company is committed to innovation and views 
it as the key to success in today's business 
landscape.

If you're looking for a partner that can help you 
navigate the complexities of the technology 
industry and drive growth through innovation, 
look no further than Eight2s4. Join the company 
on its exciting journey and discover how it can 
help you achieve success.

Eight2s4
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At our company, we specialize in providing comprehensive 
cybersecurity services that cover prevention, monitoring, 
incident response, and remediation. Our expertise extends 
across a diverse range of industries, including aviation, 
finance, retail, and manufacturing.

With a focus on proactive measures and continuous 
monitoring, we help our clients stay ahead of emerging 
threats and potential vulnerabilities. In the event of a 
security incident, our experienced team is ready to 
respond quickly and effectively, minimizing any potential 
damage and ensuring a rapid return to normal 
operations.

From vulnerability assessments and penetration testing to 
security awareness training and ongoing monitoring, we 
offer a full suite of services to meet the unique needs of 
each of our clients. Our commitment to excellence and 
customer satisfaction has earned us a reputation as a 
trusted partner in the cybersecurity industry.

If you're looking for a partner that can help you stay ahead 
of the ever-evolving cyber threat landscape, look no 
further than our company. We're ready to work with you to 
develop a customized cybersecurity solution that meets 
your unique needs and protects your valuable assets.

About Us

Cyber Security Services
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Eight2s4 - Worldwide

+ 150 Countries

+ 8.000 Customers

+ 200 Legal experts

+ 120 Coins

400+ Customers on AWS, Azure and Google

250+ Public cloud certifications

60+ Cybersecurity Specialists

250+ DevOps projects

250+ Development Specialists 
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What we do at Eight2s4

We breathe cloud.
Helping companies and businesses to extract the maximum 
flexibility and agility in multi-cloud platforms.

We protect.
Ongoing security testing, detection and managed response, 
training and emergency response staff.

To plan. Ramp up. To develop
Increase the ability of companies to develop applications and 
services at high speed with high quality through data 
analysis.
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Cybersecurity framework

Recover RespondDetectProtectIdentify

Necessary to meet the moment 
in which your company finds 
itself

We proactively protect your 
data and your environment

We detect threats and 
vulnerabilities in your 
operation

The moment we identify an 
attack attempt, we act 
immediately.

If you have suffered an attack, 
we act and correct what was 
injured.
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Hacker attack prevention

Solutions What problems solve

Pentest

Security
Framework

Vulnerability
Assessment

SecDevOps

Por meio das melhores ferramentas de mercado e profissionais 
altamente qualificados, estas soluções contribuem para a 
identificação dos alvos e principais vulnerabilidades que podem 
gerar riscos e prejuízos para a companhia.

Com análises e testes contínuos dos ambientes, somos capazes
de neutralizar as tentativas de ataque hacker.
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Alerts and monitoring

Solutions What problems solve

SIEM

Security
Operation Center

EDR

● Monitoring, analysis and response to information security 
incidents 24/7 365 days paid as a service;

● The client will not have to worry about having Cyber Security 
professionals or retaining them;

● Supports LGPD compliance issues;

● Consolidates logs, events and flows in a single technology;

● Enables the correlation of these logs, events and flows to build 
security alarms;

● Increases cybersecurity visibility and generates inputs for SOC 
monitoring, analysis, and response.
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Network Security and Connectivity

Solutions What problems solve

WAF

NGFW

Wi-fi

Switch Gerenciado

● Provides protection, security and availability. This service is 
available in physical or virtual formats and can be configured 
according to your specifications;

● End-to-end security with integrated endpoint control, policy 
enforcement, centralized management and monitoring;

● Control what your employees can access;
● Enables more efficient and cost-effective network connectivity 

when using internet service to provide continuous redundancy 
and performance;

● Ensure that only authorized people access the corporate 
environment.

Secure SD-WAN

Endpoint Security
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SUPPORT: Customer Service
Eight2s4's Support team has a team of Public Cloud specialists who manage the Client's environment. The team is 
responsible for managing the entire customer environment and ensuring the support of all Cloud Computing services and 
resources.

Operation Fronts:

● Environment Monitoring:
Monitoring of infrastructure, platforms and services, generating alerts and calls for action and support of environments.

● Incident Support:
Incidents caused by instabilities, degradation or that impact the production environment are dealt with by the support team immediately 
with expert support.

● Handling Requests and GMUDS:
Service to requests made by the customer are met according to prioritization in the call queue and in the case of GMUDs, approved by the 
Ivy Group change committee
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SUPPORT Service Queue

Events Requests Incidents

| Events generated by 
Cloudwatch and Zabbix;

| Immediate analysis 
performed by the NOC.

| Requests made by the customer;

| Technical feasibility analysis;

| Details of activities;

| Technical performance;

| Documentation.

| Immediate action (SLA);

| Scaling;

| Post Mortem.
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SRE: Site Reliability Engineering
Agility and stability of the environment

● SRE teams use tools to manage systems, troubleshoot issues, and automate operational tasks.
● The practice of SRE is very useful in the development of scalable and highly reliable software systems. It helps 

manage large systems through code, which is more scalable and feasible for system administrators managing 
hundreds of machines.

Improve customer experience

● Having the customer at the center of all actions through recurring alignments, being fundamental for 
prioritizing demands that aim to reduce errors and instabilities.

Budget predictability

● Need for IT budget predictability, giving early visibility of the need for investments needed to scale your 
architecture in line with business objectives.
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Scope of Activities - SRE
● Monitoring of infrastructure, platforms and services, generating alerts and calls for action and support of environments;

● Attendance to Incidents caused by instabilities, degradation or that generate impact to the productive environment;

● Infrastructure provisioning with IAC (Infrastructure as code);

● Cloud Infra architecture design;

● Software Delivery Pipelines (CI/CD);

● Monitoring / Observability;

● Kubernetes support;

● Preventive Security Report / Cost Reduction - Customer Portal;

● TAGs in all environments;

● Automation Scripts;

● Monthly Book Report.
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Squad structure
Tech Coordinator & Agile Master

Squad Bravo Squad DeltaSquad Charlie

4 to 8 Devops 4 to 8 Devops 4 to 8 Devops

Standard EliteProfessional and Premium

Client A Client CClient B

2 to 8 Devops 2 to 8 Devops 2 to 8 Devops

Exclusive

Tech Leader & Agile Master Maximum 12 Devops

Shared

Exclusive
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Squad structure

Shared Squad

Exclusive Squad

Client
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SRE Service Mat

Backlog Discovery Delivery

| Backlog survey;

| Requirements gathering;

| Planning and prioritization.

| Vulnerability analysis;

| Details of activities;

| Acceptance criteria (DOR and DOD);

| Completion estimate.

| Technical performance;

| Automation;

| Documentation;

| Continuous improvement;

| Daily report.
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 Protection                                       Detection                                       Prevention                                      Response                                     Remediation

Strategic 
partnerships 
with major 
market 
solutions
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Partners and 
Clients
SUCCESS CASES

Honesty and 

transparency are a 

priority in building fair 

outcomes with the 

purpose of creating 

lasting relationships.
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+31 (06) 8231-0493
@eight2s4


